
 

 

 
 
 

Volunteer Foster Cat Profile Expeditor  
 

(6+ Month Commitment) 
  
 
Cat Town is seeking a volunteer Foster Cat Profile Expeditor (Expeditor) to help our foster cats 
quickly find loving homes. This is a part-time volunteer position with flexible hours, reporting to 
the Communications and Volunteer Manager. This position is located in Oakland, California, but 
can be remote.  
  
 

To apply 
Please send your resume to marieluise@cattownoakland.org. Please use the words “Expeditor 
Application” in your subject line. 
 
 

About the role 
More than half of the cats in our care live in foster homes — to get adopted, they need profiles on 
our website. The Profile Expeditor is integral to ensuring every foster cat has a charismatically 
written biography as quickly as possible once the cat is ready for adoption. In coordination with 
the Communications and Volunteer Manager, you’ll interact with program staff, volunteer bio 
writers, and volunteer foster caretakers to collect photographs, video, and ensure every cat 
receives a charismatic biography as quickly as possible. 
  
To succeed in this role, you must be able to get along well with a variety of people. Ideally you are 
flexible, highly organized, and a clear, compassionate communicator. The right person is someone 
who is passionate about our daily work to get the city shelter’s most vulnerable cats out of the 
shelter and into great homes. 
 
Under the guidance of the Communications and Volunteer Manager, the Foster Cat Profile 
Expeditor will: 
  

● Review automated Salesforce reports 



 

 

● Help maintain a matrix in Google Sheets of cats in need of promotional assets (biographies, 
photos, or video), in collaboration with other expeditors 

● Reach out to fosters to collect photos and foster cat forms within 3 days of being notified 
that a cat is ready to promote 

● Assign a Bio Writer from a dedicated group of volunteer bio writers for each new cat in 
need of a biography 

● Help maintain a matrix tracking the completion status of promotional assets for cats in 
foster care, as well as  bio writers’ assignments and status. 

● Maintain organized files for each cat in Cat Town’s filing system (Google Drive) 
● Train newly onboarded volunteer Bio writers on our internal processes as needed 

 
  

Required time commitment 
● A minimum commitment of 5 hours per week (with flexibility as much as 20 hours during 

peak summer months) for 6 months or longer. Ideally, the applicant would be able to make 
this role an ongoing commitment.  

● Actively check and respond to emails a minimum of three days a week to ensure no cat 
who is ready for a home is left waiting. 

 
 

Required experience and skills  
● Excellent interpersonal skills 
● Proficiency with Google Suite (Mail, Docs, Sheets, etc) 
● Demonstrated ability to juggle multiple competing tasks on a deadline 

  
We’re hoping you bring 1-2 (or more) of these bonus skills: 
 

● Experience using donor database, such as Salesforce 
● Experience with project management 
● Passion for animal welfare 

  
You will thrive in this role if you’re someone who: 

● Enjoys planning and consistent execution, but can quickly adapt to changing needs 
● Believes that being part of a small team requires strong follow-through, organizational 

skills, and attention to detail 
● Can communicate needs with sensitivity and finesse 
● Loves the idea of putting your skills and experience to use helping save lives 

  



 

 

  

About Cat Town 
Cat Town's mission is to transform the approach to saving shelter cats, reducing euthanasia 
nationwide, and to find great homes for cats who are considered unadoptable in the traditional 
animal welfare model. In 2014, Cat Town opened the nation’s first cat cafe to help elderly, under-
socialized, sick, and injured cats get adopted. Through this adoption center and our foster 
program, our work has proven that cats frequently considered to be "unadoptable" make 
exceptional companions, and helped reduce Oakland’s euthanasia rate for shelter cats by more 
than 70% since 2011. 
 
Cat Town is deeply committed to diversity. We strongly encourage women, people of color, first-
generation Americans, new parents, single parents, people with disabilities, and members of the 
queer community to apply. 


